ARCHPOT STORIES

The ARCHPOT design and research team has developed the complete modern solution in burner technology. Combining quality materials, durable construction and superior performance with optional state of the art, All Weather Electronic Ignition System, (AWEIS).

The original concrete fire vessel company with over 25 years experience in GFRC casting and concrete finishing. Choose from a vast selection of architectural inspired, beautifully designed, handcrafted fire and water vessels made in the USA.
ARCHPOT FIRE TABLES

ARCHPOT FIRE MANUAL BURNER SYSTEM WITH OPTIONAL ALL WEATHER ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM, (AWEIS)

ASPEN RECTANGLE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 55 x 30 x 16

ASPEN SQUARE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 42 x 16 • 48 x 16

AURA RECTANGLE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 78 x 32 x 20

AURA SQUARE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 42 x 18 • 60 x 20

KEY FEATURES
CAST IN DURABLE GLASS FIBER REINFORCED CONCRETE • APF MANUAL OR AWEIS BURNER SYSTEMS
CHOICE OF FINISH • 90,000 - 150,000 BTU/HR • MOUNTING HARDWARE • NATURAL GAS OR PROPANE

ARCHPOT FIRE CUBE
SIZES: 34 x 34 x 25
ABOVE: SHOWN WITH PROPANE DRAWER

GEO RECTANGLE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 60 x 36 x 22

GEO ROUND FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 48 x 15 • 60 x 19

GEO SQUARE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 42 x 18
ARCHPOT FIRE TABLES
ARCHPOT FIRE MANUAL BURNER SYSTEM WITH OPTIONAL ALL WEATHER ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM (AWEIS)

LEGACY ROUND FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 42 X 18 • 48 X 20

LEGACY SQUARE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 42 x 19 • 48 x 21

TAOS SQUARE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 42 x 18

BELIZE FIRE TABLE
SIZES: 42 x 16 • 48 x 18

ARCHPOT FIRE BURNER SYSTEMS
THE COMPLETE MODERN SOLUTION

PRECISION DRILLED HOLES FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE
DURABLE CONSTRUCTION
HEAVY GAUGE 304 STAINLESS STEEL BURNER PLATE

ARCHPOT FIRE BURNER SYSTEM INCLUDES:
• AWEIS Control Box • Thermal Sensing Pilot Burner • 24V AC or 30V DC Transformer
• LC Certification • 304 Stainless Steel Burner • 304 Stainless Steel Support Plate
• Key Valve Assembly • Flex Line x2 • Mounting Bracket (for select models)

ARCHPOT FIRE MANUAL BURNER SYSTEM INCLUDES:
• 304 Stainless Steel Burner • Heavy Gauge 304 Stainless Steel Support Plate
• Key Valve Assembly • Flex Line x2 • Mounting Bracket (for select models)

ALL WEATHER ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM (AWEIS) UPGRADE INCLUDES:
• AWEIS Control Box • Thermal Sensing Pilot Burner • 24V AC or 30V DC Transformer
• LC Certification • 304 Stainless Steel Burner • 304 Stainless Steel Support Plate
• Key Valve Assembly • Flex Line x2 • Mounting Bracket (for select models)

KEY FEATURE
The All Weather Electronic Ignition System (AWEIS) Can Be Operated From Your Mobile Device By Connecting To Your Pool Or Home Operating System

OPTIONAL PARTS
• Remote Control • Timer Switch • Emergency Shut Off Switch

ARCHPOT FIRE BURNER SYSTEMS FOR ROUND, SQUARE AND LINEAR FIRE VESSELS
ARCHPOT FIRE BOWLS
ARCHPOT FIRE MANUAL BURNER SYSTEM WITH OPTIONAL ALL WEATHER ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM (AWEIS)

BELIZE FIRE BOWL
SIZES: 30 X 12 • 36 X 14 • 42 X 16 • 48 X 18

EXECUTIVE FIRE BOWL
SIZES: 36 X 18

GEO ROUND FIRE BOWL
SIZES: 24 X 9 • 31 X 10 • 36 X 11 • 48 X 15 • 60 X 19

GEO SQUARE FIRE BOWL
SIZES: 24 X 8 • 30 X 10 • 36 X 12 • 42 X 17

LEGACY ROUND FIRE BOWL
SIZES: 24 X 9.5 • 30 X 12 • 36 X 15 • 42 X 18 • 48 X 20

LEGACY SQUARE FIRE BOWL
SIZES: 30 X 12 • 36 X 15 • 42 X 18

BANDED RIM FIRE BOWL WITH PEDESTAL
SIZES: 30 X 14
Available without Pedestal: 30” x 9”

KEY FEATURES
CAST IN DURABLE GLASS FIBER REINFORCED CONCRETE • APF MANUAL OR AWEIS BURNER SYSTEMS
CHOICE OF FINISH • 90,000 - 150,000 BTU/HR • MOUNTING HARDWARE • NATURAL GAS OR PROPANE
KEY FEATURES
CAST IN DURABLE GLASS FIBER REINFORCED CONCRETE • APF MANUAL OR AWEIS BURNER SYSTEMS
COMPLEX SCUPPER • CHOICE OF FINISH • 90,000 - 150,000 BTU/HR • MOUNTING HARDWARE • NG OR LP

ARCHPOT FIRE WATER BOWLS
ARCHPOT FIRE MANUAL BURNER SYSTEM WITH OPTIONAL ALL WEATHER ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM, (AWEIS)

GEO ROUND FIRE WATER BOWL
SIZES: 31 x 10 • 36 x 11 • 48 x 15 • 60 x 19

GEO SQUARE FIRE WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 x 10 • 36 x 12 • 42 x 17

LEGACY ROUND FIRE WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 x 12 • 36 x 15 • 42 x 18 • 48 x 20

LEGACY SQUARE FIRE WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 x 12 • 36 x 15 • 42 x 18

LEGACY ROUND FIRE WATER VASE
SIZES: 30 X 24

LEGACY ROUND TALL FIRE WATER VASE
SIZES: 24 X 36

LEGACY SQUARE FIRE WATER VASE
SIZES: 30 X 24
ARCHPOT WATER BOWLS
ARCHPOT WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND SIMPLE SCUPPER

GEO ROUND WATER BOWL
SIZES: 31 X 10 • 36 X 11 • 48 X 15 • 60 X 19

GEO SQUARE WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 X 10 • 36 X 12 • 42 X 17

LEGACY ROUND WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 X 12 • 36 X 15 • 42 X 18 • 48 X 20

LEGACY SQUARE WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 X 12 • 36 X 15 • 42 X 18

LEGACY SQUARE WATER VASE
SIZES: 30 X 24

ARCHPOT WATER BOWLS
Includes: Made to order GFRC vessel with choice of finish, black powder coated stainless steel simple scupper and interior sealer.
ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS
ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND COMPLEX SCUPPER

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND COMPLEX SCUPPER

GEO ROUND PLANTER WATER BOWL
SIZES: 31 X 10 • 36 X 11 • 48 X 15 • 60 X 19

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND COMPLEX SCUPPER

GEO SQUARE PLANTER WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 X 10 • 36 X 12 • 42 X 17

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND COMPLEX SCUPPER

LEGACY ROUND PLANTER WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 X 12 • 36 X 15 • 42 X 18 • 48 X 20

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND COMPLEX SCUPPER

LEGACY SQUARE PLANTER WATER BOWL
SIZES: 30 X 24

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND COMPLEX SCUPPER

LEGACY ROUND PLANTER WATER VASE
SIZES: 30 X 24

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND COMPLEX SCUPPER

LEGACY SQUARE PLANTER WATER VASE
SIZES: 30 X 24

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS WITH INTERIOR SEALER AND COMPLEX SCUPPER

ARCHPOT PLANTER WATER BOWLS
Includes: Made to order GFRC vessel with choice of finish, black powder coated stainless steel complex scupper with plumbing and interior sealer.
VESEL FINISH GUIDE

• These finishes are available for Fire and Water Vessels
• Finishes are hand applied and sun cured
• Colors may vary from application to application

NATURAL CONCRETE FINISHES

Morning Fog  Rain Cloud  Evening Storm

PERMA SPEC FINISHES

Beechwood  Burnt Terra Cotta  Cobalt Blue  Dark Walnut  Deep Amber

English Lead  Greek  Khaki  Sequoia  Tuscan Wash

SOLID FINISHES

Urban Slate  Charcoal Grey  Cool Grey  Black  White

CAST SANDSTONE FINISHES

Limestone  Natural Stone

FIRE MEDIA

Featuring

Diamond Fire Glass

Electric Blue Reflective Nugget  Gold Reflective Nugget  Copper Reflective Nugget

Presidental  Copper Canyon  Black Reflective Nugget

Crystal Cove  Illustrious  Tuscan Reserve

Bahama Blue Nugget  Bronze Reflective Nugget  Silver Reflective Nugget

Tumbled Lava Rock  Lava Rock

Ph. (714) 895-3359 • Fax. (714) 898-5109
archpot.com
CUSTOM DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Make your concept a reality by using our custom design and fabrication services.

THE ARCHPOT VESSEL ADVANTAGE

- Cast in Durable Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete
- Stylish Designs
- Smooth Surface
- Choice of Concrete Finish
- Pre-Drilled For Drainage
- Freeze/Thaw Resistant
- Support Plate Ledge with Finished Return
- Key Valve Assembly For Fire Features

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Prices are subject to change without notice. All dimensions shown in this catalog are approximates.
2. All orders require a 50% deposit, balance paid in full before shipment, including freight and handling charges. Once production has started, deposit is non-refundable.
3. All orders are shipped FOB Midway City. Freight collect or third party billing allowed. Architectural Pottery provides local delivery service at rates based on the size of the order and the distance.
4. Architectural Pottery assumes no risk or damage incurred in transit, except orders delivered locally by Architectural Pottery’s delivery service. All items are shipped at purchaser’s risk. Any claims for loss or damage sustained in transit must be filed with carrier immediately.
5. Architectural Pottery warrants its products, when purchased new, to be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and service for one year from the original date of purchase. Replacement or repair at the option of Architectural Pottery of defective parts shall be the sole remedy of this warranty.
6. All sales are final. No refunds. Exchanges for equal value or higher with prior approval. A restocking charge will apply.
7. All sales are made pursuant to these conditions and orders are received with the understanding that they are placed under these conditions.

NEW Outdoor Furniture From

ARCHPOT
THE ART OF CONCRETE

Luxe Chair
Aspen Side Table

New Outdoor Furniture Catalog Coming Spring 2020

ARCHPOT
THE ART OF CONCRETE

See our complete line of Planters, Site Amenities and Ash/Trash/Recycle Containers

NEW PLANTER CATALOG COMING FALL 2019

archpot.com
Design and Install: Swink’s Creations
Simi Valley, CA.

California Residents Prop 65 Warning: Operating, servicing and maintaining this appliance can expose you to chemicals including carbon monoxide and brass which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.Prop65Warnings.ca.gov

(714) 895-3359 • ARCHPOT.COM